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You asked and he has answered. The narcissist provides the direct and no-nonsense explanations

and answers to the questions which matter most to you. The narcissist manages to keep a hook in

you by leaving you with unanswered questions. These questions prevent you from gaining

understanding, make you susceptible to the pull of the narcissist in the future and cause you untold

anguish and anxiety. Not any more. A range of incisive questions covering the narcissistic spectrum

of behaviours have been posed by those who have been on the receiving end of narcissistic

behaviour. Real questions posed by those who know exactly what it is like to be held in the grasp of

the narcissist. Real answers provided by the narcissist himself which will provide understanding,

enlightenment and freedom.
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This is an enlightening read for someone who has experienced an abusive relationship via an

individual with NPD. I would say "...suffers with NPD". However someone with this type of disorder



doesn't recognize they have a disorder in the first place as they are perfect in their own minds,

therefore they don't suffer; their victims do. But I digress. For the most part, my questions were

answered, providing insight in respect to my experience with being "hoovered" some 11 years back

after 23 years of No Contact. I had no idea there was a name for this. Or that millions are abused

via these positive energy sucking/negative energy spreading varmints. I find it rather ironic that a

perpetrator is providing potential victims with the answers that could potentially aid them to freedom

from this abuse. Note; "potentially" as it is profoundly difficult to succeed for most depending on the

damage done. As I do find it ironic, I also recognize the author stands to benefit from all the books

he sells. That fits the MO of a Narcissist, "to benefit oneself." None the less, I am grateful for the

insight here. Something the writer would not understand as gratitude is not an attribute an N can

feel or understand. Sad for them. Having said that, My rating is out of my gratitude for the insight

provided. I've knocked 2 stars off for the grammatical errors and various explanations through out

that were difficult to understand due to typos, mixed up or transposed words which were distracting

at best. Are there no longer Editors? Oh that's right, to be a Narcissist is to be perfect.

Truth.. He tells us the TRUTH! These questions and answers are exactly what I would have asked

myself. I'm just learning what I have been through. I had no idea. Finally feels like I am not crazy

and I haven't ever been... EXCEPT FOR STAYING WITH HIM AND THINKING IT WAS MY FAULT!

BLAME NO MORE!! I can be free. I will say that this is the hardest thing I've ever had to do. I

recommend this book to any one who has found herself asking "what is wrong with me?" Don't I

give him all that I am" this rating is a 5 because I am grateful for the brutal honesty. I love that it is

real questions from real survivors. Answered by a NARC himself.

One of my favorites in his H.G. Tudor's series! Provides the inside guts to many scenarios across

the board in dealing with a narcissist, ranging from seduction phase in the beginning, inside the

bedroom, and why you can never get closure. It is like the cliffnotes to work in conjunction with his

daily blog and other books and serves as a great refresher. Must have!!

This is a must read for everybody involved or having been involved with a narcissist. Here you will

find all your thought, doubts, needs to know, you will have "aha" moments of enlightment!! I cant

praise enough this book. One of my favorites from this excellent author.

My eternal questions: Why? Why? Why? Now have become: why-why-why? I still wander what is



going on, but now I understand more. For me, married to a narcissist, this is a 5 - FIVE - star book.

Before I was blind, now I can see, at least better than before. My eyes have been opened. Now I

must learn to understand.

Thelse books by H G Tudor gave me my closure I needed to leave my relationship for good. It made

everything make sense and I am so grateful I found them. These books are addicting. Couldn't get

answers from husband for 13 years and I got all my answers from these books. Thanks so much!!

This is an eye opening book for me. While I have struggled with the why's and howcome's for the

past 7 years, I saw this book on , read the sneak peek inside it and decided I needed to read it. I'm

forever grateful that I did. I FINA!KT have answers to so so many questions I've been left to suffer

with BT my now incarcerated ex. Thank you for sharing, honestly just your kind thinks, functions,

and is- p!ease read if you have flu d yourself in a situation such as I deaki g with a narcissist or

cluster b personality disorder person.K Wright

HG Tudor has once again added to the library of Narcissism. Ask the Narcissist, is a Novel idea, In

which he has invited readers to ask him questions regarding narcissism. In this book you will find

the most asked questions and the valuable answers of Mr. Tudor. Upon reading the book, the

question that begs asking is this.....what is your question? Read and then ask The author. Your

query may be In the next book.
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